Zootopia - Week 1
Divine Understanding
Watch movie scenes: 1 through 5 - Up to ice cream parlor - elephant making pink ice
cream
Main Characters
• Policeman Bunny: Judy Hopps
• Fox: Nick Wilde
Judy Hopps, the bunny wants to become a policeman but there has never been a bunny
policeman before. If she is to fulfill her dream, she will need to follow her dream and
stay strong in her belief. She doesn’t have a lot of people believing on her ability or
potential as a policeman so she needs to stay strong in her divine understanding of what
is hers to do.
Judy is dreaming big! And big dreams require a lot of vision, a lot of faith and a strong
inner knowing that she is on the right path. Even her parents don’t really support her
and try to put fears in her. Judy has to believe strongly in her divine understanding that
she is to become the first policewoman in Zootopia to make her dream come true.
Even though she is very clear about her dream, she still has to put a lot of work and
effort in actually doing the work necessary. The training program requires a lot of work
and she is not easily accepted by the other policemen. It is Judy’s divine purpose to
become a policeman but it still requires that Judy puts in the hard work necessary.
Affirmations
I stand in the knowing that all my thoughts, words and actions are divinely guided.
My mind and body are in complete alignment with the Universe and I am always in the
flow.
I let go of fear. I let go of pain. I live in love and all is well.

Zootopia - Week 2
Divine Understanding
Watch movie scenes: 6 through 10 - Up through working through the frozen padlock at
fenced area
Judy recognizes that she was swindled by Nick Wilde and when she tries to arrest him,
he lays down her whole life and how her choices actually led her to a dream
unfilled. As she reflects to what has happened to her on her road to becoming a
policeman, she is having a difficult time staying strong in her divine understanding that
she is doing exactly what she dreamt of.
And when an actual burglary happens, she rises to the occasion to help - even if it gets
her in trouble with her police chief. And she utilizes the occasion to speak to the chief
about her divine understanding of being a policeman. When she is assigned with the job
of finding a missing person, she understands that having met Nick Wilde provides her
with a powerful resource that can help her solve the case.
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT: When Judy herself is faced with dealing with a
very slow sloth at the DMV, she is having a difficult time being patient with the
clerk. Even though she wants to be respected and honored as a policeman, she does not
honor the same with the sloth clerk.
Affirmations
I am guided by divine understanding in all of my thoughts, all of my words and all of
my actions.
I enthusiastically go forward and follow my Divine Understanding to achieve my life
purpose.
Divine Understanding deepens and directs my life.

Zootopia - Week 3
Focus is on Divine Will
Watch movie scenes: 11 through 15 - Up to Mayor press conference at City Hall
In this section of the movie, we see what happened in Nick Wilde’s childhood when he
was a boy scout and how he lost his trust in others around him. This experience led him
to not listen to his divine wisdom and divine purpose and shut himself away from
society and live a life of crime. It turns out that the knowledge he learned as being a
swindler was very helpful as part of the investigation and supported Judy in getting
closer to solving the case.
Even though Nick does not have to stay with Judy, something is making him stay on the
case and trying to solve the mystery. Nick may have lived his life as a swindler, but
maybe, deep down inside of him, he always wanted to do the right thing but did not
know how to do it? Even though he had a challenging experience when he was a child,
he may have always wanted to have been a strong person, filled with integrity instead of
being a swindler.
The difference between Judy and Nick is that when Judy was having a difficult time as
she held herself strongly in her Divine Will of becoming a policeman. Nick, on the
other hand was not able to hold to his Divine Will and chose to believe the common
understanding about foxes.
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT: All animals - Preys and Predators - within
Zootopia are supposed to all get along and not live according to their natural
instincts. When some of the animals are not capable of living according to the
agreement and “Go Savage”, this breaks the basis of the society. Is it possible for
predators to live within an environment where preys are all around them? Now, this is a
movie so everything is possible, within the realm of divine imagination. However, what
happens when we ask others to live against the very being of who we are?
Affirmations
The Divine breath flows through me and I am a channel for love and healing.
I affirm divine will in my life and everything I need comes to me.
Through my Divine Will, the universe nurtures and protects me at all times and in all
places.

Zootopia - Week 4
Focus is on Divine Will
Watch movie scenes: 16 through the end
In the last part of the movie, Judy uses her Divine Will to solve the case. She truly cares
about the people who are sick and have “Gone Savage”. She also enrolls Nick’s help as
she knows that she can’t do it all on her own.
Judy’s Divine Will is tied with the reason why she wanted to become a policeman: She
wants to make a difference in the world and make the world a better place. From that
perspective, she activates her Divine Will to push through the various obstacles she
faces every day. Her Divine Strength and her Divine Power make such a difference that
she solves the case and even Nick wants to follow in Judy’s footsteps and become a
policeman.
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT: Judy says: Real life is a bit complicated and it is
messy we all have limitations and we all make mistakes. So we all have a lot in
common. But when we all try to understand each other, the more exceptional each one
of us will be. So no matter what type of animal we are, we should try to make the
World a better place. Change starts with each one of us and all of us.
What do you think?
Affirmations
I have the will to accomplish all that is mine to do.
I relax and cast aside all mental burdens and I express perfect love, peace, and wisdom.
I know that Divine Will is limitless and I have the power to overcome all obstacles.”

